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ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTORY
Abundance of literature on Rossetti because of (1) his
combination of painting and poetry, (2) the other members of
the family who are well-known in the field of literature, (3)
his Italian birth, and (4) his seclusive manner of life.
Too many books written from indirect and inaccurate sources.
The character of Rossetti idealized or mystified. Mrs . Oliphant
discrediting his burying the poems with the body of his wife.
The public still ignorant of the truth of Rossetti.
Rossetti suffering from his biographers. Sharp T s, Knight T s,
Wood's, too laudatory. Theodore Watts-Dunton generally and
earnestly entreated to write a coinprehens ive life; his refusal
to undertake the task; and his death in 1914; his sketch of
Rossetti in his romance "Aylwin" not exact. F. 3. Stephens, also
expected to treat Rossetti as a painter, dying in 1907.
W. Bell Scott T s posthucKms "Autobiographical Notes" exposing
Rossetti as never before; many passages in it unfavorable to
Rossetti. V/illiam II. Rossetti eager to defend rather than to
present his brother; his "Memoir of Rossetti" and other works not
quite dependable; several instances of his inaccuracy given. The
Brown-Ross ettian circle often distorting information. Knight T s
life criticised by Millais and Hunt. Burne- Jones 's abortive book
on Rossetti.
The Life and Letters of Millais by his son the first accur-
ate record of the P. R. B. , which incidentally throws much light
on Rossetti's character. A. C. Benson T s "Rossetti" in the Sng-
lish Men of Letters series considered as the best of the kind;
yet trying to j.>resent the man impressively rather than correctly;
his candor doubted for (1) his depreciation of the Life and Let-
ters of Millais, (2) his studied omission in quoting Hunt, (3)
his ignoring Hunt's teaching Rossetti to paint, (4) his twisting
the purpose of the P. R. B.
Hunt's "Pre-Raphaelitism and the P. R. B." The Encyclopaedia
Britannica on the work. His motive to write it; his rejection of
the pro-Rossett ian propaganda.
Rossetti's character best revealed in his own letters, and
to some degree in his poems and paintings.
Rossetti's healthiness up to 1866 claimed by his defenders,
without much ground. The testimony of his earliest associates
necessary. Hunt and Millais able to trace Rossetti as far hara-
ss 1847, when Rossetti was a student at the R. A. school. Of
his still younger days, what Wm. Rossetti writes and what Ros-
setti told others to be studied.
cc
Hunt's work more favored than others; M. B. Kueffer, Ros-
sstti's nephew, changes his attitude to endorse Hunt's opinions.
A .udicious attitude towards Rossetti needed.
THE FAMILY
Gabriele Rossetti, the father of Rossetti; his birth; his
family. He joins the reformers at Naples; proscribed, but smug-
gled away to Malta, and later to England; granted a professor-
ship at King's College; known better for his works on Dante than
for his Italian poems. He marries Frances Folidori; four chil-
dren born to them; Maria, Dante Gabriel, V/illiam Michael, and
Christina; their works in literature.
The home entirely Italian; every one except Christina doing
something for Dante in England; Christina's passion for Italy.
Gahriele's narrow means; his affection and suffering for
the children; his great expectations for Dante Gabriel, who
shows little artistic effort and disappoints him.
The religion of Gabriele Rossetti; a nominal Catholic,
fiercely opposed to the Pope; a Christian in the most liberal
sense; Rossetti taking very much after him in the matter of re-
ligion.
Mrs. Rossetti 's service as a teacher; her instructions and
influence staying with Rossetti all his life; his touching af-
fection towards her; several of his letters to her quoted. Her
religion; her suffering for the freethinking sons.
The death of Maria; Rossetti T s tribute to her. Christina's
religious practices and profound devotion to each member of the
family. Rossetti little repaying her what he owed her. William
Michael Rossetti; "the truest of true brothers"; the most earnest
defender of Rossetti after his death.
Rossetti the central interest of the family; the attention
utterly spoiling him. Rossetti at home an egoist; ever exacting
from others and seldom serving them.
THE LIFE
(1) The Early Years
Rossetti's earliest versification; good at languages, but
poor at arithmetic; hates anything tending to sciences; a spoilt
child; a good reader of fiction.
His art-twining incomplete; ler Ting the R. A. school to be
a pupil under Brown, and later under Hunt; debates between poetry
«t
t
and painting, and consults Leigh Hunt; driven to painting; his
personal appearance at the period.
(2) The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood
The P. R. B. originated by Millais
,
Hunt, and Rossetti,
then a pupil of Hunt; the three subordinate artists, <7oolner,
Collinson, and Stephens; and the secretary, Ira. M. Rossetti
who had not yet painted.
The origin of the term Pre-Raphaelite; a nickname <?iven
to Hunt and Millais by their fellow students; the term
Brotherhood Rossetti's contribution; the aim of Pre-Raphaeii b-
ism, according to Millais, to present on canvas what they saw
in Nature; and in Hunt T s words; childlike submission to Hature.
Wm, M. Ros-setti promises to paint.
The leadership of the Brotherhood to be claimed not by
Rossetti but by Hunt or Millais; Hunt the most popular with the
other brothers. The change of William Rossetti ? s attitude to-
Yvards the Brotherhood and his brother; even recants some of
the things he has said before for Rossetti.
The history of the P. R. B.; Hunt and Millais send their
pictures to the R. A. in 1849, but Rossetti exhibits his
"Girlhood" at the Free Exhibition; Rossetti sends in his "An-
nunciation" to the Free Exhibition again in 1850; he secreoly
reveals the meaning of the P. R. B. insignia, which at once
became known at large; the persecution of the .Brothers follows;
Rossetti never exhibits again, and the others being asleep,
Hunt and Millais bear th6 brunt of the attack; the last meeting;
its dissolution.
A few points about the movement: (1) Rossetti not "the
Father of the P. R. B." nor Brown"the Grandfather of the P. R. B.
Stephens rejects such claims. (2) The movement was solely
artistic, not literary; the term much abused. (3) There is no
connection between the P. R. B. and the Oxford movement. (4) The
championship of Ruskin always exaggerated. (5) The real service
of the reform as an iconoclastic effort to do away with the
"glass-case relics" and gilt aureolas; Carlyle's view of Vinci's
Christ. (6) Rossetti avoiding to discuss the movement. (?) No
connection existing between the English P. R. B. and the
German. (8) "The Germ" giving Rossetti a chance to establish
his fame as a poet.
(3) Elizabeth Siddal
The first important event in Rossetti's life his finding
himself as an artist; the second the coming of Miss Elizabeth
Siddal into his life. His friend Peverell discovers the
f
beautiful girl; Rossetti persuuues her to sit to him; teaches
hex to paint; their engagement for nine years; his passion
for her; their marriage in 1860. Ruskin financing them; their
Bohemian manner of living. His Cockney taste. Siddal, taking
an overdose of laudanum, dies; Rossetti's grief and burial of
his manuscripts with her body. Hor memory haunts him; the
poems recovered in 1869.
(4) The 3?lcshly School of Poetry
of
The printing ^his "loams" in 1870; the sale bringing in
much money to him. Robert Biichanan questions the morality
of his poems. This marking the third and last great event
in his life.
Buehanan T s charge "that Rossetti is fleshly all over
from the roots of his hair to the tips of his toes." Ross-
etti's excitement and wrath on identifying the pseudonymous
writer. His cancelling the "IJuptial Sleep" sonnet and a
few phrases from other sonnets and his ferocious reply show
the effectiveness of the attack. The reprint of Buchanan's
article upsets Rossetti. completely.
The sensuousness of his poetry not wholly deniable,
though Buchanan's exaggeration unjustifiable. Eroticism in
his poetry and Swinburne's dimly foreshadows the decadent
movement of the fin de siocle, conducted by Wilde
,
Beardsley,
Beerbohm, and Thompson.
The setting of the Buchanan affair; Buchanan writes a
parody on Swinburne's poems; for which Wm. Rossetti abuses
Buchanan; Buchanan retaliates on S7m. Rossetti's edition of
Shelley; Rossetti anticipates a similar reception by Buchan-
an. Rossetti's a partial vicarious suffering for his bro-
ther. Buchanan recants nine years later. The serious ef-
fect of the attack on Rossetti, who was already a victim of
Insomnia and Llelancholia
.
(5) The Closing Years
Rossetti's residence since his wife's death till his
own, 16 Cheyne Walk Chelsea; much written about him of the
period and the house by Sharp, Caine
,
Morris, Swinburne,
Brme- Jones, Dunn, *7atts-Dunt on, and others. Rossetti
delineated in "Aylwin"; Rossetti much away from London
accompanied by his friends; his death takes place April 9,
1882.
The last years under the effect of ohloral, jealous,
ft
suspicious, morbid, miserable, making others miserable, and
occasionally insane; attempts suicide; his frequent delusions;
exhausts the patience and generosity of his great friends;
buried at the village churchyard of Birchington-at-Sea
.
TH3 ARTIST
Rossetti the man, above all, an artist; art alone his
concern; no interest in practical affairs of any nature.
Contempts didactic art. The artistic view of life the only
u/One he" had and which he expected others to have. His theory
that men with brains should paint and men with money should
buy pictures. His interest in only four things. His interest
extremely intensive.
Chesterton on Rossetti 's happy knack of half failing in
both arts which made him a success. The combination of the
two arts not unfamiliar in the family. His inability to
decide between them; better equipped in verse than in design.
His difficulty in learning the grammar of painting;
turns away from drill in drawing; denounces sciences; per-
spective and proportion his constant difficulty in painting;
the non-completion of the "Found".
Rossetti and llature ; his nature pictures smacking of
the studio; his poetry also narrow in the range of theme and
devoid of local colour.
His place in the history of English art is as a designer
and colourist; his infinite painstaking for designing; refus-
ing to eat or sleep. His diffuseness, desultoriness , and in-
consequence; over T/orking hard, but achieving little, his
proverbial dilatoriness and prodigality in experiment.
His manner of conducting a drawing class; beginning with
full colour. His spirit more valuable than.\methods . His
imbibing artistic enthusiasm into Morris and Zurne- Jones.
The defects of his last picttires. The President of the P.oyal
Academy on Rossetti; the Rossetti exhibition at the R. A.
The poets Rossetti admired most; Blake his favourite in
youth; admires Keats during the P. R. B. days; the Keats fever
an immediate cause of intimacy among the Brothers; Browning T s
influence upon his poetry.
ff
Hia earliest poems wonderfully mature; little change in
the later works; "Jenny" and "The Burden of Nineveh" smack of
some modernity; "The White Ship" and "The King's Tragedy"
growing more objective and impersonal than before. His strength
mystic beauty and romance.
The word-hunting at the British Museum; inviting sugges-
tions on his poems from Watts-Bunten, Christina, and William;
endless emendations; his labor to compose poetry; creative
in painting and imitative in poetry; his effort to perfect
the formal requirements of a poem.
Rossetti's contribution to Sngliah literature, not so
distinctive as his to painting. Rossetti compared with Coler-
idge, Browning, and his decadent followers: His strergth the
ballad.
THE ROMANTIC MAN
A definition of romanticism; Rossetti's personality as
well as his art saturated with the romantic temper.
Imaginative powers well developed through reading of
imaginative literature; the spiritual to him as real as the
material. His lack of the sense of perspective. Subjective
valuation his standard of measurement. Ho consistency ever
occurring to him.
The un-scient if ic Rossetti; cares not whether the earth
moved round the sun or the sun circled about the earth; in-
different to accuracy; locates Nazareth by the sea; natur-
ally un-Pre- Raphael it e . The only scientific Rossetti, Arthur
,
William's son; Christina's letter to her brother with refer-
ence to her arithmetic. The unmusical Rossettis; Rossetti
regards music as a noisy nuisance; interested in no other art
but poetry and painting.
Irregular habit of life; late rising, nocturnal rambles,
and midnight hours. His reckless manner of taking medicine;
Bohemianism; the Mutual Suicide Association talked of.
His sense of humour; Longieliow leaving Rossetti think-
ing that Rossetti the painter was hi3 brother; his comment
on seeing two camels; his experience with a dog.
The proselytizing power of Rossetti on Morris, Burne-
Jones , and Swinburne. Morris's convertion and Burne- Jones 's
worship of Rossetti. Prinsep on Rossetti's influence on
his circle; Brown's tribute to Rossetti; Theodore Watts-
Dunton on Rossetti; Marston on Rossetti.

Rossetti an irresponsible king; to he his friends was
to he his disoiples and servants; oth< -a he avoids them.
The causes of his difficulty in continuing friendship.
Woolner, Hunt, and Millais
,
estranged, from Rossetti on
account of his claiming the leadership of the P. R. B.
Wm. Allingham deserted. Browning falsely accused of oon-
spiring against Rossetti; Browning's anger over Rossetti 's
insolence. Ruskin severed after a quarrel. The dissolu-
tion of Morris and Co. was the end of the friendship be-
tv;een Rossetti and Morris.
Rossetti f s religion; difficulty to define it; taking
after the freethinking father; ceases church attendance
about 1846. Rossetti, if not Christian in the strict sense,
not definitely alien from the faith, either. His non-pro-
fession of any religious faith; goes to an Episcopal church
occasionally as the inclination rules him. Called an ag-
nostic. His sympathy with Catholicism always exaggerated;
naturally prone to the mysterious and the supernatural; has
a deep reverence for the personality of Jesus Christ; Res-
sett i on Christ; calls himself a Christian; never examines
his beliefs of whatever nature. A born mystic; Rossetti on
mysticism; enthusiastic over spiritualism; trying to call up
the spirit of his wife.
THIS PRACTICAL MAN
Rossetti's business-sense; an insight of a financier;
"toward" and "towards"; on Christina's rental; financial
reports to his mother; always sounding his purse; his
"pennilessness" ; on Tennyson's "Maud"; an investment in
the MS book of Blake.
His giving up dramatic designs for pictures he can
sell; a joke about advertising his profession with an el-
ephant; his business method at the publication of the
'T G@rm"; trying to get a favorable notice for Christina's
poems; preparing the press to pass the "cooked" review on
his "Poems."
The sale of his "Girlhood" picture; Millais 's mother
on Rossetti. Rossetti stopping William's writing "Demo-
cratic Sonnets"; his business-sense still keen even when
partly insane. His overenthus iasm oyer his acquaintance
with Ruskin for financial reasons; the same tone assumed
later in mentioning the name of Morris, his millionaire
disc iple
.

Hossetti and his picture dealers; warns his uncle not to
complain of the profits the dealers make; Garnett on Hossetti 's
squabbles with his customers. The great number of his replicas,
with the help of the two assistants; his responsibility for
them questioned; his dread of poverty and ennui the possible
motive
.
The unpleasant wind-up of Morris and Company; Brown claims
his share of the value of the firm; the others refusing to
accept theirs; Hossetti stands on the middle ground, but finally
trenches upon his portion. His ungentlemanly loan of 100 pounds
from Miss Boyd.
CONCLUSION
Hossetti defended by his friends as accused for what he
was only after 1863 when the effect of chloral began to tell
upon him; but to the present student, ne was essentially the
same man throughout his life. His irritating temper in 1848;
his dread of ennui; his frequenting theatres; Hossetti in the
character of D'Arcy in "Aylv/in" speaks on the matter; his
destroying part of the diary of the P. R. B.; his exaggera-
tion of the merit of Hiss Siddal.
Watts-Bunt on on Hossetti. Hossetti, too Protean and
self-contradictory a man to be successfully analyzed; the
poetic qualities and the prosaic intermingled in the man his
personality more romantic than his works; the artist, the
dreamer, and the business -man combined in the one man; the
artist usually prevailing; ever inventing higher forms of
beauty on canvas or in words, lives far from the modern prac-
tical world; being with the Victorians, not one of them; an
anachronism.
c
9INTRODUCTOHY
Immediately following the death of Hossetti in 1882, memoirs,
biographies, recollections, impressions, and appreciations, of
the painter-poet were rushed into print. His accomplishment in
both the arts makes him a unique figure. That the father, the
brother, the two sisters, besides himself, produced some literary
works of merit, makes him still more interesting. According to
the recent theory of heredity, it is doubtful whether he v/as ex-
actly three -quarters Italian as his brother claims, or not; and
yet he has been identified with "the flower of the Southern clime",
"the Florentine of the Florentines", "Browning's 'Italian in
England*", "a great Italian tormented in the Inferno of London",
and what not. His secluded life, his pictures, which were not
exhibited; his poems, which were not published, until within a
few years of his death, drew iipon him the curiosity of the age.
It is no wonder that he has been more written about than any
other individual of the mid-Victorian J3ra.)
Our trouble then, is with the superabundance rather than the
paucity of material. There have been entirely too many books
written on hossetti, not infrequently from indirect and inaccurate
sources, and with an attitude inimical or too sympathetica!.
Having sought the character of Dante Gabriel Hossetti through the
writings, of various sources, we find him, like every other his-
torical person, more or less idealized, if not mystified. As
late as ten years after Hossetti's death, Mrs. Oliphant discredits
his burying the manuscripts with the body of his wife, and calls
it a story. "It can scarcely be supposed," she stys , "that the
sanctity of the grave was violated to recover the poems, so it
must be supposed that copies had been made and preserved either
by the poet himself or someone closely interested in him, which
detracts somewhat from the pathos of the act." The writings of
Wm. II* Hossetti, F. M. Brown, and Hoaaetci himself, and the
official documents, concerning the exhumation, ought sufficiently
enlighten Mrs. Oliphant on this point. The public has long
remained ludicrously ignorant of the truth about hossetti.
Earnest reviewers , either lay or professional, can seldom
wholly escape the charge of dogmatism. In studying a man of
such rare personal magnetism and proselytizing power, the books
by his ov/n disciples are of little worth, because they are far
from doing justice to him or the public. He has suffered most
druelly indeed at the hands of his biographers.
"Dante Gabriel Hossetti; a Record and a Study" by William
Sharp is so highly laudatory that it is readily put aside as rather
unreadable by M. B. Hueffer, Hossetti *s own nephew. Hall Caine
sings the praise of Hossetti as enthusiastically as Sharp does.
4
Theirs were written hastily immediately after his death, and are
sadly disappointing. The writers seem to "be aware of such short-
comings, hut intending merely to foretell the appearance of an
adequate "biography. There is a life by Joseph Knight which is
recommended by M. B. Hueffer as excellent and "by Wm. M. Rossetti
as pleasant, but rejected as a fable and romance by W. Holman
Hunt and John B. Millais. Mrs. Esther Wood's work is too ecstatic
even for Hueffer.
Sharp, Caine, Knight, Marillier, Gary, and. Benson invaria-
bly wished in their books that Theodore Watts-Cunt on, Rossetti's
own "hero of friendship", to whom he unlocked the most sacred
secrets of his heart, and whom he himself wished to pen his
life, would give the world a comprehensive and permanent account
of Rossetti. It was long hoped that those who knew him longest
and most closely would unite their forces with his friend in
perfecting an adequate biography. Being a lawyer, critic, nov-
elist, and poet, at once, he was thoroughly qualified to under-
take the task. He once wrote the following words to a friend :-
"I do not feel any impulse to write remniscenoes of him. Too
much has been written about him already of late a good deal
too much." As to why he failed to consent to the work we can
but conjecture. As someone suggested, there is such a thing
as knowing a man too well to be his biographer, which may have
been his case. Was it trying for him to reveal to the public
the man, whose praise had been sung by his relatives and friends?
Did it pain him to endorse or contradict what had been said
about him? At any rate, it is an irrevocable loss that Watts-
Dunton who was the only one in the Rossetti circle whom critics
could depend upon, should not have presented Rossetti the man
as he saw him. With the death of Theodore Watts-Dunton in 1914,
passed away the last hope of our securing adequate information
from the coterie. It is also well-known that Watts-Dunton gave
a sketch of Rossetti T s personality in his romance "Aylwin"
where the artist D'Arcy is drawn from Rossetti. As to its
worth as such, we have the author's own words:- "As a matter of
fact, I did not attempt to give a portrait of him (Rossetti):
I simply used certain facets of his character to work out my
story and then dismissed him."
F. S. Stephens, one of the subordinate members of the
P. R. B.
,
vanjL who turned out an art-critic, was expected by
Knight and others to review Rossetti f s career as a painter.
However, he too passed away in 1907, without giving the world
much of Rossetti except brief articles in the Portfolio and
Encyclopaedia Britannica.

W. Bell Scott, a painter and poet himself, who knew Rossetti
ovgt thirty years, threw much light upon the character of the
latter in his posthumous "Autobiographical notes", published in
1892. Rossetti T s demerit as well as his merits was freely pic-
tured in these pages.
Wm. Michael Rossetti had written profusely on his brother,
including Rossetti as a Designer and Writer. The presentation
of Rossetti, the man, by Scott provoked the brother so immense-
ly that he " immediately proceeded to write a memoir in which
he was to defend rather than present Rossetti. He attempts to
rebut Scott whenever the latter gives xtossetti unfavorably. It
is a great misfortune that Wm. Rossetti should have failed to
take a fair attitude towards his brother and the world. He
frankly favors anyone who is laudatory of Rossetti. Of Mrs.
Esther Wood's book, for instance, though far from approving it,
he writes in the following words:- "It is very laudatory of
Rossetti, a fact which I cannot view without some favorable
bias towards the work." It cannot be denied that Rossetti was
a spoilt child, as Watts-Bunton, the strongest ally of Rosset-
ti admits. Wm. Rossetti, however, is the last person to admit
any flaw in the character of his relatives. Not until he has
to choose between the 'members of the family, does he admit
such, and then he remarks, "I must acquit our parents of blame.
His faults were his own." Such dutifulness in filial and
fraternal relations is characteristic of the Xatin peoples from
whom they descended, and is beautiful indeed, but at the same
time discjualifies Wm. M. Rossetti as an authoritative and un-
prejudiced biographer of his own brother. For instance, he
sorely resents because W. Bell Scott exposes that Rossetti worked
hard to obtain a "cooked" review for his "Poems, 1870." "He
to the last moment would work the oracle," Scott writes, "and
get all his friends to prepare laudatory critical articles to
fill all the leading journals." One will be fully convinced
that this is a correct statement if one examines some of the
letters Rossetti sent to Madox Brown on this occasion. Hueffer,
Brown 1 s grandson and therefore Rossetti f s nephew, calls the
letters really magnificent, and says: "I think that no author
ever in such a splendid way set about securing favorable not-
ices from the press. Not a single organ was neglected.
It was: Tell Watts to get at So -and- So; nobody that I know
knows Dash, but you might -'each him through Blank. And so
on through many letters and many hurried notes as ideas came
up in the great man's mind. No stone was left unturned."
And such is in perfect harmony with Rossetti 's business method
which he had previously employed on the publication of the
Germ in 1850. It is hardly too much to say that the informa-
tion furnished by the Brown-Rossettian circle is more or less
contorted in an eager defence of Rossetti.
•
As "The Life of Hossetti" "by Knight came out, Millais wrote to
Hunt:- "Have you aeen a book on Hossetti? You haven't, Mary
read it to me lately, and in the evening afterwards I met him
at the Garrick, and went to him saying, fYou T ve written a very
readable and plausible book on Hossetti; but it is altogether
a romance. Why, instead of getting information from the family,
didn't you come to me or go to Holman Hunt? 1 And when I told
him the facts of the case, he avowed that he would not have
published his book as it was had he known the facts." Hunt
also calls this work a fable and fantasy, though it is pleasant
to Wm. M. Hossetti and excellent to Hueffer.
3ven all this pro-Rossettian literature fell far short of
satisfying the circle of his worshippers. Lady Burne-Jones
tells us how Sir Edward was disappointed by every book written
on his Gabriel, and as years went on, he began to feel that
he could not keep silence, but must one day write a monograph
himself, "Yes," he said, "if no one else will do it, I will
display Gabriel after a time." Burne-Jones would have added
another life only more ecstatic than any other.
"The Life and Letters of Sir John 3. Millais" by his son
was printed in 1899, and incidentally elucidated the character
of Hossetti, especially in his youth, and it was a valuable
contribution as it was through the channels of men who only
knew him late in life,
A, C. Benson wrote, in 1904, a life of Hossetti in the
English Men of Letters series , which was readily acknowledged
as the most intelligible of the numerous biographies. It is
no doubt far better" than any other of the kind the books
of those who, not knowing the man in person, had to work only
with the already published material. The author, however,
fails to recognize the real value of Millais's life and Letters,
but occasionally views it askance. We are sometimes tempted
to doubt his candidness. For instance, as he quotes Hunt on
young Hossetti, "Ho proved to be courteous, gentle, and winsome,
generous in compliment, rich in interest in the pursuit of
others, while he talked much about his own, and in every re-
spect (as far as could be shown by outward manner) a cultured
gentlemen," Benson studiedly omits the portion here paren-
thesized for an obvious reason. He is too anxious to be cor-
rect in order to bring about his points impressively. Though
he dwells upon the influence of Brown under which Hossetti
found himself, but ignores his discipleship under Hunt for
eight or nine months, without which his career as a painter
would have been impossible. The Pre-Raphaelite movement was
»
not literary as Benson insists, nor is it correct to say that
Millais was once working at a poem, as if every Brother had
to write poetry. The incident is fully given in Millais 'a
life and letters, and in Hunt T s comprehensive work, end had
nothing to reflect about the purpose of the brotherhood.
Millais, Hunt, or any other Brother had no obligation to be
a writer. On. the contrary, we find Wm. M. Rossetti, secre-
tary to the brotherhood, laboring at drawing and painting to
be a full pledged member* Benson T s point is far fetched.
W* Holman Hunt made public hia"Pre-Raphaelitisin and the
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood," the most exhaustive record of
the famous movement, in 1905. "It is a subject," says the
Encyclopaedia Britannica," on which he could speak as a first
authority, but not without dissent from at least one living
member of the P. H. B. The member here referred to must be
V7m. M. Rossetti whose full membership in the Brotherhood
which he claims is flatly denied, and whose pro-Rossettian
propaganda for years is mercilessly dismissed, by Hunt. Be-
fore he took up his un-professional pen to undertake the du-
ties of a historian, he long hesitated, because hia narrative
must conflict with nearly all those which have hitherto ap-
peared on the purpose and progress of Pre-Raphaelitism. As
Millais f s Life and Letters came out in 1899, giving according
to Hunt, the first accurate information of the relative pos-
itions of the first three active members of the Body, he hes-
itated again. The repeated endorsement by fresh writers of
their predecessors 1 "fables" made him seriously commence his
iconoclastic task. V/ith this the Rossettian bibliography has
been complete.
Rossetti is of course better revealed in his own letters
than in anything written about him. His letters given by his
brother and nephew, Scott, and Hill, are invaluable, though
comparatively few. His poems and pictures, in some degree,
supplement the letters in reflecting the man.
The defenders of Rossetti invariably maintain that he was
a healthy man up to 1866, entirely different from what he was
after, and all free from the accusation his closing years chal-
lenged. The validity of such an assertion may only be estab-
lished by the testimony of his companions during his earlier
years. Millais and Hunt can go as far back as 1847, when Ros-
setti was a student at the Royal Academy School. Of his still
younger days, we are compelled to listen, with some considera-
tion, to what his own brother has to tell. What Wm. Sharp,
Hall Oaine , and others who heard Rossetti tell concerning his
childhood and boyhood record, is of some value only if we take
it with more consideration than in the case of his brother.

This "being the case, we are naturally inclined to look for
much light in Hunt's work. When he and Millais coincide as they
generally do, we shall feel almost safe in accepting what they
present. M. B. Hueffer, in his latest hook (Llemories and Im-
pressions, 1916,) pays his utmost tribute to Millais and Hunt
rather than defend his illustrious relatives, and even goes so
far as to recant some of the things he has said before regarding
the P. Ii. movement. This much strengthens our sense of security
and justice in taking such an attitude as we do. Hossetti should
no longer be an object either of eulogy or of detraction as he
has been.
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Annals
1783 Gabriele Rossetti, father of Dante Gabriel, born at Vasto,
a oity in Abruzzo Giteriore, Italy.
1325 Gabriele settles in London.
1826 Gabriele marries Miss Francis Mary Lavinia Polidori.
1827 Maria Francesca Rossetti born.
1828 May 12, Gabriel Charles Dante Rossetti, known later as
Dante Gabriel Rossetti, born.
1829 Williao KidJlft«l T?09Retti born.
1830 Christina Georgina Rossetti born.
1834-5 Rossetti composes "the Slave" (so-called drama)
1836- 7 At Mr. Paul's school.
1837-42 At King's College School.
1843 "Sir Hugh the Heron" (verse)
1843-5 At Cary r s Art Academy.
1846 At Royal academy school--Portrait of Wm. Rossetti (Pencil)
1847-9 "The Blessed Damozel" (verse )— "the Early Italian Poets",
"Vita Huova" , and"Dante and His Circle" (translation in verso)
1848 Painting under F. M. Brown, and later under V7. Jlolman Hunt
—
consults Leigh Hunt—Portrait of Gabriele Rossetti ( oil )—the
P. R. B. organized.
1849 With Hunt in France and Belgium—the Girlhood of Mary Virgin
(oil) exhibited— "Hand and Soul" (prose )—Dante Drawing the
Angel (pen-and-ink J from "Vita Huova"— The Laboratory (water-
color) from Browning.
1850 Ecce Ancilla Domini (oil) exhibited—the meaning of the P. R. B.
insignia revealed— "the Germ" Nob, I. and II., and "Art and
Poetry" Nos . I. and II., published— "A last Confession" (verse)
1851 Jan. 13, the last P. R. B. meeting— Raskin defends the Brothers
in the Times—Meets Miss Elizabeth Siddal—Borgia (water-Color )
How they Met Themselves (pen-and-ink)
1851-6 "The Burden of Nineveh" (verse)
1852 Giotto Painting Dante T s Portrait (water-color)
1853 Ilesterna Rosa (pen-and-ink)
1853-80 "Sister Helen" (verse)
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Annala (cont
.
)
1854 Pound (oil)—Arthur's Tomb (water-color)
1855 Morris, Burne- Jones , and Swinburne, come to him— illustrates
William Allingham's Poems (woodcuts)—Paola and Francesca Da
3iinini( water- color )—Beatrice Denying Saluation(watcr-color
)
1856 Dante's Dream( water-color
)
1857 Illustrates Mozon's Tennys on (wood cuts )—begins to avoid Hunt,
Mi11ais , and Woolner— the Garden Bower (water-color )
1858 Hamlet and Ophelia (pen-and-ink )—Mary Magdalene at the door of
Simon the Pharisee (pen-and-ink
)
1859 Sir Galahad at the Shrine (water-color )—Dent is Amor (oil)
1860 May, marries Miss Sitfdal— Lucretia Borgia (water-color )—Dr.
Johnson at the Mitre (pen-and-ink )—Portrait of Swinburne (pen-
cil j
1861 Has a still-born girl—Morris & Co., established—Hegina
Cordium(oil)— C-oblin Market (woodcut )—Portrait of Ruskin
(red chalk)
1862 Feb., his wife dead—buries the mss. of his poems with her
body— Joan of Arc(oil)
1863 Beata Beatrix( oil )—Helen of Troy(oil)
1864 Lady Lilith ( oil )— Venus Verticortf ia(oil )—the Madness of Ophe-
lia(water-color
)
1865 The Merciless Lady(oil).—Fiametta( oil
)
1866 Begin! to suffer from Insomnia—Wm. Itossetti offends Robert-
Buchanan on account of Swinburne—the Beloved(oil)—Monna
Vanna(oil)—the Prince's Progress (woodcuts
)
1867 The Loving Gup ( oil )—Lady Lilith(water-color )—Portrait of
Brown(pencil
)
1868 Estranged from Luskin—spends autumn at Penkill Castle with
Scott and his friends—Reverie (crayon )— Portrait of Mrs.
Morris ( oil
)
1869 Oct., the mss. disinterred— at renkill in autumn—Pandora
(crayon)
1870 Buchanan abuses Win. Rossetti's Shelley— "Poems " published—
the Lady of Pity, Troy Town (crayon)
1871 Buchanan attacks his "Poems" with the article "the Fleshly
School of Poetry"— replies with "the Stealthy School of Crit-
icism"—Proserpine, Pandora, Portraits of Jane and May Morris
( oil )—Beata Beatrixfwater-color )

19
Annals (concluded
)
1872 Buchanan's article reprinted—becomes partly insane after June
attempts suicide—Veronica Veronese, the Bower Meadow, (oil
)
1873 At Kelmscott—Wm. Rossetti marries Lucy Brown—La Ghirlandata
(oil)—the Blessed Bamo;sel( crayon)
1874 The Boat of Love (oil)—Portrait of Theodore Watts ( crayon)
1875 La Bella Llano (oil)—Astarte 3yriaca(pen-and-ink
)
1876 Maria Francesea Rossetti dead— the Blessed Pamozel(oil)
1877 Mary Magdalene , the Sea- spell, (oil)
1878 A vision of Fiametta ( oil
)
1879 Jinthiisiastic in 3piritualism--La Donna Delia Pines tra (oil)
1880 At Cumberland—Buchanan recants— stops his brother T s writing
"Democratic Sonnets"— "the tfhite Ship" (verse )—Dante's Dream
(oil)
1880-1 "The King's Tragedy" (verse )
1881 La Pia(oil)
1882 Apr. 9, dead at Birchington-at-Sea
1886 Mrs. Rossetti, sr., dead.
1894 Christina Rossetti, dead.
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TH3 FAMILY
Gabriele Rossetti, father of Dante Gabriel, was born in
1785 at Vasto, a small city in Abmzzo Citeriore
,
then belong-
ing to the kingdom of Naples, The original name of the family
was Delia Guardina , not Rossetti which had been applied to
them by the Vastese on account of the red hair with which some
of their babies ^vere born. The nickname, according to Wm. M.
Rossetti, may ue equivalent to the English surname, Reddish
or Rudkins. Gabriele had three brothers; one v/as noted for
pulpit-eloquence, and the others for poetical compositions.
He had also three sisters. The Rossetti family, however, is
now wholly extinct save in the persons of Wm. M. Rossetti and
his children.
Gabriele became well-known as a writer of patriotic poetry
as his first volume was printed in Naples in 1807. He composed
dramas for the Theatre of San Carlo. One of his paintings is
reproduced in his versified autobiography which well indicates
his remarkable attainment in the art. "You will be doing what
I could not do" he addressed his painter-son in the same book.
While a curator in the Bourbon Museum at Naples, he joined the
reformers who in 1820, wrested a. constitution from Ferdinando,
King of the Two Sicilies. At the return of the king to power,
he was proscribed with his friends, but fortunately was smug-
gled away to Malta by the courtesy of a British admiral. He
later proceeded to London where he succeeded in obtaining a
professorship at King's College. He retired from the post in
1845, owing to failure of eyesight, and died nine years after.
Gabriele Rossetti is today remembered more for his original
works on Dante than for his poetry which, however, enjoys no
small popularity in his own country.
The year following his settlement in London, Gabriele
married Frances Polidori, daughter of Gaetano, the translator
of Milton, and sister of Lord Byron's erratic physician. She
was of mixed Italian and English birth. To them, four chil-
dren were born in four successive years, every one of whom
became literary characters. Maria Francesca, the eldest, who
wrote "A Shadow of Dante," a useful book for the students of
the great poet, remained unmarried, and died a nun in a con-
vent. The second in order, a boy waL born May 12, 1828, at
38 Charlotte Street, Great Portland Place, London, and was
originally named after his father, his godfather, and the
great Italian, Gabriel Charles Dante Rossetti. He came to be
honored under the name of "Dante Gabriel Rossetti, among paint-
ers as a painter, and among poets as a poet." William Michael,
the only surviving member of the remarkable family, has dis-
tinquished himself as a poet and critical essayist. Christina
Georgina, the authoress of "Goblin Market" and other poems, was
the youngest of the four.

The home in which the children found themselves was thor-
oughly Italian, the language , the people frequenting it, and
the whole atmosphere, were Italian. The father was, though in
exile, proud of Italy and Italians. To naturalize himself as
an Englishman must have been an advantage to him, but this
seemed to him unworthy of an Italian. He lived and died an Ital
ian. He did what he could to make his home Italian, "I wish",
Christina once said, "I too could have done something for Dante
in England." Maria wrote her fine and helpful book, William's
translation of the "Divina Commedia" is the best we have, and
Gabriel f s T 13ante and his Circle 1 ia a monument of loving labor
that will outlast either. But I, alas, have neither the req-
isite knowledge nor the ability." Thus she acknowledged, but
her fervour for Italy was not the least. She writes of what
appealed to her half Italian heart as she travelled in the
country, "Its people is a noble people and its very cattle
are of high-born aspect. I am glad of my Italian blood."
.again,
"Farewell, land of love, Italy,
Sister-land of Paradise:
With mine own feet I have trodden thee,
Have seen with mine own eyes
:
I remember, thou forgettest me,
I remember thee."
Gabriele's letters reveal some of the hardships to which
he was exposed for the sake of his family. One reads, "Be in
good spirits then, Frances mine, because that Sod who gives
nourishment to worms in the earth will not abandon us, with our
four children, innocent and in need." As Dante Gabriel was
reported as ill, he writes to his wife in a touching manner,
"I should be the most frantic and inconsolable man in the world
if I were to lose a son, that dearest little Gabriel, the very
core of my heart, and lose him thus, far from my sight. My
eyes are already full of tears whilst writing these words, and
unless I can dry them I cannot continue writing, as I do not
see the paper." Hia affection for the son was greater than
for any other child. "Remember, my much- loved son," he wrote
to Gabriel, "that you have only your own ability on which to
thrive. Remember that you were born with a decided aptitude
(for painting); and that even from your earliest years, you
made us conceive the highest hopes that you would prove a great
painter. And such you will be, I am assured." In his auto-
biography he also expressed his great expectations concerning
hia elder son's future. Therefore, when Rossetti's effort for
an artistic career was slight, shifting from a teacher to an-
other, and he was even consulting Leigh Hunt as to the advis-
ability of his turning to poetry as a livelihood, and was seek-
ing the position of a" clerk at a telegraph office, great was
the disappointment of the aged and partially blind father. 3oss-
etti later regretted and grieved over the matter of his father's
displeasure to his dying days.

Much has been printed concerning G-abriele Rossetti's re-
ligion, which ought to escape our notice were it not to
affect his son. He was brought up in a Gatholic home, and
became a Catholic himself. But "as his political views pro-
gressed into active opposition to despotism and the foreign
yoke, so did his religious opinions progress into active, and
indeed very fierce opposition to Papal c^ogma and pretention,
and to all that side of Roman Catholicism which pertains more
to sacerdotal and hierarchical systems than to the personal-
ity and the. gospel utterances of Jesus Christ. n In spite of
his out-spoken anti-papalism, he never expressly denounced the
Catholic faith. His testament was:-
"I will repeat with other sufferers--
I leave my corpse to earth, my soul to G-od,
Of whom I ask forgiveness of my sins.
I trust in Christ, and cheer bom with the thought
That his true dogma I have tried to avow;
I pardon all, yea all, my enemies."
Although he died with words, "Ah Dio ajutami Tu," he was a free-
thinker and an agnostic as his son, Dante Gabriel Rossetti came
to be
.
Rossetti was anything but a student at school, and the value
of education he received from his mother cannot be emphasized too
much. She taught her children only as an able teacher could teach.
It is no wonder that she took to teaching as circumstances com-
pelled her to support the family. w"hat she taught Rossetti was
law to him. We are amused to find him, towards the close of his
life, disputing some points of grammar with Theodore V/atts-Dunton,
on the very strength of his mother's judgment. He frankly owned
her influence upon his literary opinions and verdicts.
His numerous letters to his mother bring out his filial du-
tifulness which he had failed to show towards his father. Re
continually contrived to amuse her by addressing her, "Dear Old
Darling of 70," "Good antique," "your funny old self," etc.
Towards 1871, he wrote, "l*Iy evenings are so much taken up at
present that I get to you much less often than I should wish;
but, believe, dearest Mother, that you are very often in my
mind when I am away from you. I have been blessed with your
love so long that I could imagine no good world, here or else-
where without it; and I blame myself a thousand times for the
many days that pass me without my seeing you. Your presence
here seems to bring with it always the peace and rest which are
often too long away." On his fortieth birthday, he writes.
"The reminder of the solemn fact that I am a man of forty could
hardly come agreeably from any one but yourself. But consider-
ing that the chief blessing of rny iorty good and bad years, has
been that not one of these has • taken you from me, it is the
best of all things, to have the same dear love and good wishes
t
still coming to me today from your dear hand at a distance, as
they would have done from your dear mouth had we seen each other."
Another letter, dated Jan. 21, 1876, reads:- "What you say of
Haydon shows how clear and lucid your mind is at an advanced age,
and hov/ well and incisively you can express your conclusions. I
assure you that your first inclinations on many points are still
the standards of criticism with me, and that I am often conscious
of being influenced correctly by these early- imbibed and still
valuable impressions." When his eyes became weaker, he detects
in his mother T s "dear letter a funny old intention of writing
large for the benefit of sight. Thi^ would be quite in the an-
tique spirit."
His mother was a devout adherent of the Church of England,
and his two sisters grew unusually pious. That her sons drifted
into agnosticism even beyond their father, as they grew up, was
a matter of sore sorrow to her. As Rossetti's end drew near at
Birchington, she again and again exhorted him to embrace simple
faith; she prayed with the rector, and Watts-Dunton; she prayed
alone with him; but is not recorded that he prayed. It may be
that the pathetic intercession 01 his profoundly religious moth-
er and sisters was helpless as to his spiritual salvation.
On his elder sister's death in 1876, he writes to his moth-
er, "Hov/ sweet and true a life, and how pure a death, hopeful
and confiding in every last instant. Her expression to me as
to this relation she now felt herself to bear to her Lord, and
her certainty of seeing him in person, were things hardly to be
counted as intercourse with a soul still on earth." After hav-
ing shared her mother's burden to support the family, she had
gone away to die a nun. As to what Rossetti did towards her ex-
cept his tribute above cited, his biographers have not enlight-
ened us.
Christina was another nun so far as her devotional practices
were concerned. Her prayer before retiring to rest lasted a half-
hour; she favouredand practised moderate fasting; held household
devotion twice daily; attended every service held at her church;
and died while praying. What a beautiful soul Christina was.
She followed her sister except into the convent. She sacrificed
herself to take care of her sister, elder brother, and mother, as
they died one after another. She was dutifulness itself to every
one of them and her surviving brother. Coming home from her moth-
er's funeral, she thankfully wrote, "I am glad it is I and not
she that is left sorrowful and lonely." Wm. Rossetti writes in
his Remniscences that Christina was firmly convinced that her moth-
er and sister are saints in heaven. Her rigid religious dogma
made it out of question to mention either her father or Rossetti.
Christina meant so much to Rossetti. Her suggestions on
his poems were alvays invited because they were "important."
Not only did she pose for his pictures, went about in search of

a suitable "brick-wall for his "Found." It is also true that
he did more to her than to Maria, since he illustrated her poems,
tried to obtain a favorable notice for her poems from Ruekin, and
so on.
~ William Michael has distinguished himself in the literary
world by the poems and critical essayy That he has written. Wore
than once has he v/ritten, "ITo two brothers could be more constant
ly together, or more uniformally interested in one another's do-
ing, than Gabriel and I. Until he quitted school we wore hardly
apart at all, for wo slept in the same bed. We rose, talked,
walked, studied, ate, amused ourselves, and slumbered, together.
We read the same authors, colored prints in the same book, col-
lected woodcuts for the same scrap-book." According, to Hunt, Will
iam was striving to be a painter. Christina made some water-
colors to illustrate her poems. Svery one of the children seems
to have inherited from the father artistic susceptibilities.
"If it had not been for Gabriel," writes William, "I might per-
haps never have attempted anything in the line of literature,
art-criticism, and the like." The brothers endeared themselves
to each other. Rossetti dedicated his first volume to him.
Rossetti writes to his mother in 1880, "Willian has been here
again this evening, and is the truest of true brothers." Will-
iam ever stood by Rossetti, did. his utmost to further the public
interest in Rossetti, and boldly said, "If my brother had his
due, he would be buried in Westminster Abbey." William has been
a ponderous writer on Rossetti and his circle, but he is hardly
a fair expounder of the facts and characters he handles. He is
over-enthusiastic in defence of his brother as occasion arises.
Father, mothor, s isters
,
brother, grand- father
,
aunts, and
uncle—all the family sacrificed themselves for the welfare and
success of Gabriel. He was the central interest of the home.
They sank their own interests in his. The attention he was giv-
en by his relatives spoiled him. He was not left to worry about
his unsold pictures. In such an atmosphere one will naturally
be an affectionate son, brother, nephew, grandson. His family
letters and other records betray the fact that he persistently
exacted from his relations, seldom serving them. Such was the
man at home
.

TH3 LIF3
(I ) The Early Years
Concerning the childhood of Rossetti, comparatively little
has "been made public. At about five years of age, he composed
the so-called drama, entitled "The Slave," which was chiefly
prose and occasionally in blank verse, correct as to accents and
feet. It was a remarkable performance for him, considering the
fact that he had not learned what verse was though he had lis-
tened to his father's recitation of Italian poems, later versi-
fication became a matter of amusement to the Rossetti children.
At school, he showed some proficiency in languages, but
was very poor at arithmetic which he learned to hate. According
to his brother, he learned nothing whatever of geometry, algebra,
or anything even distantly tending towards sciences. The bro-
ther also fancies that Rossetti would have been at fault here
and there in the multiplication-table. i'he rod being spared, he
grew a spoilt child v/ho avoided discipline, order, exactness, or
anything that did not please him. He thus became a capricious
prince
.
Rossetti was a good reader of fiction even at this early
period. Ke indulged in Hamlet, Faust, Schiller's Fridolin and
Dragon of Rhodes, Walter Scott's tales, Arabian Nights
,
"Llonk"
Lewis, Hoffmann, and other morbid Gothic romances. When about
ten, he was comparing the ghosts in Hamlet and the Honk, and
even ventured to write a spirited Gothic tale, named "Sorrentino"
to which his sister Maria refused to listen. His next literary
effort was in the translation of some poems from German which
he studied under Dr. A. Heimann of University College from 1842
.to' 1848. : His reading was in the field of mysticism, romantic
coloring ,' sensuousness
,
supernaturalism, and religious feeling,
which later marked his own art. A little later he was under the
spell of Blake, Keats, Coleridge, Dante, and Browning.)
Rossetti described himself as destitute of personal cour-
age when at school, as shrinking from the amusements of school-
fellows, and fearful of their quarrels. In spite of Wm. Rosset-
ti's usual defence, Rossetti must have been, in boyhood as in
manhood, selfish of nature and reclusive in habit.
His training as an artist was incomplete and inconsequent,
irregular of attendance, and defiant of regulations. "His
cheeks were roselcss and hollow enough to indicate the waste of
life and midnight oil to which the youth was addicated" is his
description by one of his class-mates: He frequented theatres
then, presumably because the same dread of ennui as in his last
years was upon him. Any play, whether poetical, exciting, or
\V
entertaining, suited him. His work at the Hoyal .academy school
grew too dull for the restless and desultory student, and left
it to be a pupil under Ford Madex Brown. In a little while, he
grew impatient of still-life sketches Brown assigned him. He
now admired the art of W. Holman Hunt, under whom he became a
pupil and shared his studio. In the meanwhile , Hossetti was
debating between painting and poetry for his profession, and
wrote to Leigh Hunt, asking for his judgment, and was told to
stick to painting. Hossetti was thus driven to his profession.
J. a. Vintner recalls Hossetti of this period as wayward
and. brusque,, affectionate, and generally contradictory. "A
bare throat, a falling ill-kept collar, boots not over-famil-
iar with brushes, black and well-worn habiliments, including
not the ordinary jacket of the period, but a loose dress-coat
which had once been new— these were the outward and visible
signs of a mood which cared even less for appearances than
the art-student of these days was accustomed to care,which un-
doubtedly was little enough."
(II) The Pre-Haphaelite Brotherhood
Pre-Haphaelitism, in spite of the superabundance of the
literature on it, has seldom been presented either oorrectly
or properly. William Holman Hunt and John 3verett Millais,
both already competent and exhibiting painters, entertained,
in 1848, some desire for an artistic reformation. Hossetti,
than a pupil under Hunt, was invited to join with them. To
the three original members v/ere added Thomas V/oolner, a sculp-
tor, James Collinson, a painter of some renown, Frederic
George Stephens who had not yet painted, but promised to be-
come an active artist, and finally William Michael Hossetti,
temporarily as the secretary of the Body.
Hunt and Millais had sometime previous to this observed
that "the Transfiguration" by Raphael marked a signal step in the
decadence of Italian art. Then their fellow-students had said,
"Then you are Pre-Rapha6lites . " This nickname they applied to
their new movement, and the term "Brotherhood" was Hossetti' s con-
tribution. Their aim was, in Millais's words, to present on can-
vas what they saw in Nature: and according to Hunt, childlike
submission to Nature. Pre-Haphaelit ism may have been a misnomer,
but return to Nature from the unspirited conventional art then
in power in England was their purpose. Raphael would not do,
much less his followers.
Millais was somewhat surprised at the idea of extending
memberships and said to Hunt, "I can quite see why Gabriel Hoss-
etti, if he can paint, should join us, but I didn't know his
r
"brother was a painter." The tone of his remarks upon the Ross-
ettis is singularly suggestive of the latter's relation with the
Brotherhood. Rossetti x^oposed that William too should become
an artist and join them. It was late in life, for he was as old
as Millais, but Rossetti declared that he would soon make up for
lost time. Thus the Brotherhood of seven came into being in the
fall of 1848.
The leadership of the Brotherhood was, by no means, to be
claimed by Rossetti who then could not paint. We have Wm. Ross-
euti's words from his latest book. "If the other P. R. B.'s had
had to pass a vote as to which of their colleagues they admired
most, they would all, I conceive, have named Holman Hunt, which
he himself would have named Millais." This quotation is indica-
tive of considerable change in his attitude towards the Brother-
hood and his brother. In his earlier works, he had exaggerated
the part Rossetti played in the movement and had emphatically de-
clared that he was an accomplished painter as the Brotherhood
came into existence, while "Hunt's pictures as yet had no dis-
tinctly Pre-Raphaelite manner, and Millais 's were quite in the
contrary line." In the same book (Some Remniscences of Km. M.
Rossetti) he owns that Rossetti at the beginning of the P. R. B.
,
was a mere tyro in handling the brush, and in the Mary Virgin
picture, "Rossetti worked under the direct eye of Hunt, and pro-
fited hereby." This reads as a sort of recantation of what he
had written before to maintain that Rossetti was a capable paint-
er he came under Hunt's tutorship.
Hunt and Millais sent their P. R. pictures to the Royal ac-
ademy while Rossetti exhibited his "Girlhood of Mary Virgin" at
the Free .Exhibition because of his fear that it might not be ac-
ceptable to the .academy. The P. R. B. insignia attached to their
pictures of 1849 escaped the notice of the public, but during the
next season, it caused some curiosity among the spectators. Ross-
etti carelessly and unconstitutionally revealed the meaning of
the P. R. B. to a friend who immediately had it printed in the
London Illustrated News. It was openly defying the Academicians,
critics, and the public. The ruthless persecution of the P. R.
B.'s which ensued was the persecution of Hunt and Millais, be-
cause Rossetti, discouraged by the first onslaught in 1850 of his
"iScce Ancilla Domini," never again exhibited a picture, and the
other members still slumbered. The last P. R. B. meeting occurred
Jan. 13, 1851, and the Brotherhood was becoming a thing of the
past, Woolner in Australia, fm. Rossetti giving up all efforts
to be a painter, Collinson now a Catholic and no longer painting,
Stephens becoming an art-critic, Hunt in Palestine, and Millais
elected A. R. a., hence Rossetti's comment:
"So now the whole Round Table is dissolved."
A few points in this connection may be touched.
H. Quiltei discovered the nonsensical phrase "the Father of
Pre -Raphael it ism" for F. M. Brown, Jtm* Sharp, "Rossetti the
V
Father of Pre-Raphaelit ism find P. M. Brown the Grandfather of
Pre-Raphaelit ism." It is F. (J. Stephens himself that writes in
the Encyclopaedia Britannica, "None of the five (P. R. painters)
owed the initiative of his views to any of the others or to
Brown, whose impulse was purely technical and connected with Roe-
setti; neither Millais, Hunt, J. Collinson, nor F. G. Stephens
needed the help of Madox Brown."
It is absolutely clear that the movement was solely artis-
tic, not literary as often insisted upon "by various writers.
Otherwise they should not have chosen the name of Raphael. The
term P. R. has been much abused lately, tor Tennyson, Marston,
Sharp, Marzials
,
Blind, Wilde , and Kipling, have been so absurd-
ly called Pre-Raphaelites • Neither V7m. Morris, Burne-Jones,
nor Swinbtirne , who were all Rossetti's followers at Oxford, had
anything to do with the P. R. B.
That the P. R. B. T s were inclined to "Puseyism" or the Ox-
ford movement was insisted on by Wm. Sharp. TJiis is altogether
erroneous, for J. Collinson alone was in that direction. "To
rekindle the devout enthusiasm of the mediaeval time" was not
the aim of the Brothers.
The Championship of the P. R. B. by Ruskin has always been
over-emphasized, nor did his writings affect the Brethren, as
seen from the fact that Hunt alone took the trouble of reading
his "Modern Painters." Macaulay and Dickens were extremely hos-
tile to the new art, but there were other literary men who de-
clared indignation at the treatment the P. R. B.'s received.
David Masson wished that he had art profundity enough to be of
use to them. And Ruskin wrote the letters of defence to the
Times only at the suggestion of Patmore.
/ The real service this movement rendered lies in the devel-
opment of modern thought as well as modern art. So long after
the Protestant Reformation and the French Revolution, the Eng-
lishman had not revised his mediaeval judgment. It was still
blasphemous for mid-Victorians to represent the sacred person-
ages of plain human beings without gilt aureola. Such religious
pictures as Millais, Hunt, and Rossetti, painted were shocking
except to a few men like Carlyle , who severely condemned Leonardo
da Vinci's "Christ Disputing with the Doctors" as follows: "It
makes Him a puir, weak, girl-faced nonentity, bedecked in a fine
silken sort of gown, with gems and precious stones bordering the
whole
,
just as though He had been the darling of a court, with
hands and fingers that have never done any work, and could do
none whatever, a creature altogether incapable of convincing any
novice advanced enough to solve the simplest problem in logic."
Pre-Raphaelit ism is therefore significant as an iconoclastic move-
ment before Darwin and Huxley.
V•
Rossetti later avoided to talk of Pre-Raphaelitism, presum-
ably because his claim of the leadership of the Brotherhood had
provGd disadvantageous to him. "Pre-Raphaelites
.
9 Rossetti tells
Hall Gaine , "A group of young fellows v/ho couldn't draw. As for
all the prattle about Pre-Haphaelitiam, I confess to you I am
weary of it, and long have been. Why should we go on talking
about the visionary vanity of half-a-dozen boys? We've all grown
out of them, I hope, by now." If every one else had, Holman Hunt
retained until he died the same faithfulness to Nature —the sole
purpose of the reform in 1843.
The English P. R. B. had no connection with German P. R. B.
,
whose aim was to return to the purity of the 3arly Christian art
before Raphael. Mad ox Brown may have come across the remnant of
the German artists on his way to Rome, as Mr. Alloughby infers.
Neither Hunt nor Millais
,
however, had heard of Overbeck, Corne-
lius, Puhrich, or any other German P. R. B. when they initiated
the movement.
In "The Germ" the organ of jhe Brothers, Rossetti published
his famous prose "Hand and Soul" and the "Blessed Damozel" and
other poems. When the periodical expired in April, 18E0, Rosset-
ti found himself with mneh reputation as a poet.
(Ill) Elizabeth Siddal
The first important event in Rossetti 's life was his finding
himself as a painter, which came to him in painting the few pic-
tures during the P. R. days. The second great event was the com-
ing of Elizabeth Siddal into his life at this period.
It was in Hunt's studio which Rossetti shared then that he
heard for the first time the name of Miss Siddal. "You fellows"
talked Deverell in an absent manner as he came in, "can't tell
what a stupendously beautiful creature I have found. By Jove,
she's like a ^ueen, magnificently tall, with a lovely figure, a
stately neck, and a face of the most delicate and finished mod-
elling; the flow of surface from the temples over the cheeks is
exactly like the carving of Pheidean goddess. She has grey eyes,
and her hair is like dazzling coxier, and shimmers with lustre
as she waves it down:" He had discovered the paragon of beauty
in a milliner's workroom, and persuaded her to sit to him, and
now invited Hunt and Rossetti to come and see the wonder. Rosset-
ti went next day, and persuaded her to sit to him also. Though
he betrayed an admiration for her from the beginning, he did not
for a full year or two profess any strong personal feeling for
her. Her birth and friends were very humble, but she looked a
noble creature to many, including Ruskin. Madame Belloc found
her with the look of "one who read her Bible and said her prayers
every night." Siddal precisely suited Rossetti T s Dantesque

dreams. With his special gift of influencing others, he changed
her, position as a model to that of a pupil. She soon became af-
fianced to the teacher. Their engagement, however, lasted nine
long years, on account of her constant illness and his fluctuat-
ing finances. Lizzie was dominant in him during these years.
His anger flamed up at any slight, real or fancied, to her, and
the fertility of his imagination gave him many had quarter-hours
.
There was a coolness for a while between him and Christina only
because she was not duly impressed by his lizzie. Mrs. Brown
committed a crime as she once "did" him an hour from Lizzie T s
society.
They were at length married in 1860, but lived in a manner
as Bohemian and irregular as in their unmarried days. She was no
adopter in the art of managing funds than- he. Luskin who bought
their pictures and practically financed them, writes, "You are
such absurd creatures, both of you. I don't say you do wrong,
because you don't seem to know what is wrong, but just do what-
ever you like as far as possible—as puppies and tomtits do."
In these days Rossetti was in trie habit of investigating the
amusements of the lowest classes, and fond of wandering at night
through the slums of London. His wife's health was not equal to
all such nocturnal rambles, but they used to go out for meals
wherever and whenever the fancy struck them.
The married life lasted only twenty-two months— from May,
1860, to Feb., 1862. An over-dose of laudanum which she had been
in the habit of taking as relief from neuralgia was the cause of
her tragic death. How poignant and enduring his grief was is
w6ll-known. V/m. Rossetti recollects a moment of great agitation,
when his brother, standing by the corpse, was crying out, "Oh,
Lizzie, Lizzie, come back to me." He, unwatched
,
deposited the
mss. of his poems in the coffin, and later told Brown of the act,
saying, "I have often been writing at those poems when Lizzie
was ill and suffering, and I might have been attending to her
and now they shall go." Thus the poems were buried with her body
in the Highgate Cemetery. W. Bell Scott writes that Rossetti
ever since meditated on her death, and her idea seemed to haunt
him. His later interest in Spiritualism may be accounted for
his desire to call up the spirit of his wife.
The lost poems were recovered seven years later, as the per-
mission of the Home Secretary was obtained and the coffin opened
by Charles a. Howell, Ruskin's secretary. They constituted the
main body of his first volume published in 1870.
(IV) The Fleshly School of Poetry
"Poems by D. G. Hossetti" comprised "The Blessed Damozel,"
"Sister Helen"," "Stratton 7/ater," "Jenny," "A Last Confession,"
"The Staff and Scrip," "Troy Town," "Dante at Verona," and others
together with fifty sonnets under the title of "the House of Life
I%
*
The press had been well prepared to pass favorable notices of
the "book. The first thousand copies sold within three weeks,
and Rossetti realized four hundred and fifty pounds in three
months. He was naturally elated until Robert Buchanan, attack-
ed, in October, 1872, his poems on moral ground, in an article
entitled "The Fleshly School of Poetry: Mr. D. Gf. Rossetti."
This marks the third and last great epoch in Rossetti T s life.
"The Poems" according to Buchanan, "exhibit morbid devia-
tion from healthy forms of life. Nothing is virile, nothing
tender, nothing completely sane. There is thorough nastiness
in many pieces. A sickening desire is evinced to reproduce
the sensual mood. Rossetti has not given us one rounded and
noteworthy piece of art. He is fleshly all over from the roots
of his hair to the tips of his toes. There is bad blood in all
the poems. The House of Life is a very hotbed of nasty phrases
The sonne ts,
r
from 11 to 20, are one profuse sweat of sunsualism.
A Last Confession positively reeks of morbid lust. In Rossetti T s
poetry there is a veritably stupendous preponderance of sensual-
ity and sickly animalism." When the article first appeared in
the pseudonym of Thomas Maitland 4 Rossetti was "partly annoyed
and partly amused," but he writes to William in some excitement,
"What do you think? writes me that Maitland is Buchan-
an. Do you know Buchanan's prose, and can you judge if it be
so? If it be, I'll not deny myself the fun of a printed Letter
to the Skunk. says he has i.t r on very good authority!" But
the republication of the same article in pamphlet form with ad-
ditions and signed Robert Buchanan threw him completely off his
balance. Buchanan was of course guilty of exaggeration, but
the ferocity of Rossetti ? s reply and his subsequent cancelling
of the entire sonnet "Nuptial Sleep" and various phrases from
other sonnets showed that the shaft had struck home. The House
of Life is undeniably "fleshly" in a sense, and the charge cannot
be so readily dismissed by such a heroic declaration as "to the
sensuous alone can it be sensuous." K. 7/. Mabie. It may be
that he still preserved the spiritual quest, though wandering in
"the far-off dim borderlands between sense and spirit. But his
followers have gone clearly into the region of paganism. 3roti-
cism in his poetry and Swinburne's though faintly, foreshadows
the dedadent movement of the fin de siecle in which Oscar Wilde,
^ubrey Beards ley, Max Beerbohm, and rrancis Thompson figured.
In order to know the setting of this affair we have to go
into the antecedents. Buchanan anonymously wrote, in 1866, a
burlesque on Swinburne's "Poems and Ballads" which provoked
William Rossetti to write , "The advent of a new great poet is
sure to cause a. commotion of one kind or another; and it would
bo hard were this otherwise in times like ours, when the ad-
vent of even so poor and pretentious a poetaster as a Robert
Buchanan stirs storms in tea-pots." When William's first ed-

it ion of Shelley came out in 1870, Buchanan returned the compli-
ments by calling it "the worst edition of Shelley which has ever
seen the light." Rossetti at the time wrote to William Ailingham,
"I sux)pose you saw the evidently personal onslaught on William's
Shelly in the -athenaeum, "by Buchanan, I "believe. I suppose I may
expect to fare likewise, if nothing interferes." The animus
against Rossetti apparent in the article must he regarded as an
expression of Buchanan's resentment at what William Rossetti had
written against him.
Nine years later, Buchanan, dedicating a romance named "God
and Man" to Rossetti, recanted the charge against him, In the
academy of July 1, 1882, he wrote again, "Mr. Rossetti, I freely
admit now, never was a Fleshly Poet at all."
This incident should not he called to much attention since
the author of the attack acknowledged its injustice, were it not
for the disastrous effect upon Rossetti's morbidly sensitive na-
ture. "He was a changed man," says his orother," and so continued
till the close of his life."
(V) The Closing Years
Since his "great loss" in 1862, Rossetti moved to the old
Tudor House, 16 Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, where he remained until the
close of his life. Of Rossetti of this period and of this house,
more than enough has been written by Wm. Sharp, Hall Caine, Wm.
Morris, Algernon Swinburne, Edward Burne-Jones, H. T. Dunn, Theo.
Watts -Bunt on, Edmund Sosse, and others who frequented the house.
Rossetti's life here was gloomy, miserable, morbid, and eccentric,
and cost his friends dearly: Watts-Bunt on carefully depicts Ros-
setti of the period in his "Aylwin" (chapter V. ) He kept much
away from London, now in Scotland with Br. Hake, then in Kelmscott
with the Morris family, and finally with Hall Caine and his little
sister at Birchington-at-3ea where he died. April 9, 1882, surround-
ed by his aged mother, Christina, William, Watts-Bunton, Hall
Caine, and F. Shields.
The history of these last years is nearly the same sad record
of groundless jealousy, morbid suspicion, fitful passion, and what
but for his irresponsible cond ition would have been inexcusable
selfishness. The effect of chloral which he had continually used
since 1870 as relief from Insomnia was now on him. Under the
date of June 2, 1872, Wm. Rossetti records, "It was one of the
most miserable days of my life, not to speak of his. From his wild
way of talking—about conspiracies and what not— I was astounded
to believe that he was, not entirely sane." A little later he at-
tempted suicide by taking laudanum. Sven four years before this,
*
while at Penkill Castle , he had daily talked to Bell Scott of
suicide, and he once actually attempted to throw himself over a
precipice
.
Delusions ran riot in his mind, and were of the unhappy na-
ture of prejudices against his friends of long standing and com-
plete fidelity. He suspected Browning and Carroll as conspiring
against him. At broadlands , the thrush, he thought, had been
trained by his neighbors to ejaculate something to insult him.
On one of his walks beside the river at Kelmscott, he fancied
some anglers he saw fchfrt were insulting him and calling out to
him in offensive language. He then went back and lustily abused
them to their astonishment. In this manner, Possetti kept on
making himself and his companions miserable till the end of his
life."
He was buried in the village church-yard of Birchington-st-
3ea, where "he must, at length, after many years of sleepless-
ness, sleep the only sleep that is deep and will endure."
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THE ^RTIST
/ Rossetti the man was, above anything else, an artist. Art
alone v;as his raison d'etre. like Keats, he, ever searching for
"beauty and nothing else, had no philosophy whatever, nor any in-
terest in social reformation or any other uractical affair. The
artistic view of life was the only one he had and he expected
others to have. Art was hie sole concern, and morality of human-
ity had nothing to interest him. Being a thorough "believer in
Art-for-Art T s-sake , he had nothing to teach in his poems or pic-
tures. It was, therefore, a serious mistake that he should have
attempted a didactic picture like the "Pound;" it was not Ros-
settian, hut Hunt e an, and its very incompletion is extremely
significant. Social service was a thing unknown to him. Pol-
itics, either English or Italian were irrevalant to him. He was
indeed shocked "by his "brother's expression of republicanism.
One of his friends remembers his indignation at the death of
Mrs. Wills, the wife of the Royal Academician, and herself a tal-
ented painter. "A great artist," he said, "has been sacrificed
to bringing more kids into the world, as if there were not other
women just fit for that." His famous theory was that men who
had brains should paint and men who had money should buy pic-
tures. His mind was from time to time occupied with plans and
inventions in painting and poetry, and with nothing else. &£
Theodore V/atts-Dunton remarked
,
NV Hoesetti
,
throughout his life,
took an interest in only four Subjects
—
poetry, painting, mediae-
val mysticism, and woman! "His interest was, if not extensive,
so morbidly intensive that it actually caused pain in him.
"Eossetti did no succeed in any art" Chesterton, in his
usual entertaining manner, writes, "if he had, he would probab-
ly never have been heard of. It was his happy knack of half
failing in both the arts that has made him a success." The com-
bination of poetry and painting was not unfamiliar in the family,
for his father left some designs of merit as well as stout volume
of poetry in Italian, his sister Christina illustrated her first
poems with water-color pictures, and was sometime an art-student
under Madox Brown, and his brother William was drawing as he
was admitted into the Brotherhood. /'Thether Chesterton's statemen
was pxopei or not, his fame as a poet much depended upon his fame
as a painter. He himself did not know whether he would be known
as a painter or poet. He decided to adhere to painting in 1852,
declaring that he had abandoned poetry, but as his poems began to
sell in 1870, he light-heartedly wrote, "I think I'd see painting
d—d." However, with regard to the constructive portion of his
genius, he was undoubtedly better equipped in verse than in de-
sign.
The conventional grammar of his mediums appeared too trouble
some to him. He had not enough constructive power to discipline
himself to master the technicalities pf painting, which he then
unfortunately began to avoid. His own nephew calls him a great
genius, but not a master, because of his inability to control
either of his instruments. He had learned to turn from
4
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"scientific* silliness" and tedious drill in drawing. Hunt,
directing him in painting the "Girlhood of Mary Virgin" records,
"To induce hira to put the perspective right was a business
needing constant argument. In general terms he denounced science
and objected strongly to each result of its application, declar-
ing that what it proved to be wrong was obviously better." The
first remark Killais made on Rossetti's drawing in the Sketching
Society was "Chairs out of perspective." According to William
Itossetti, Hunt was responsible for the? perspective in the Girl-
hood picture, and F. Gr. Stephens for that in the Annunciation.
The chief difficulty which hindered Hossetti from finishing his
"Found" lay, as usual, in the way of perspective; though the
figures were altered and F. Shields once made specisl studies
for the pavement edges, it could by no means be sat isfaetory.
"Proportions" he used to admit, "always bother me." Such being
his limitations, he never was a Pre-Raphaelite in the proper
sense of the term; he was too un-scientific and impatient to
be faithful to Nature
.
"I have often wished," Watts-Dunton makes Kossetti say in
"Aylwin," "that I had a tithe of your passion for Nature , and
all your knowledge of Nature. To have been born in London and
to have passed one's youth there, is a great loss. Nature has
to be learnt, as art has to be learnt, in earliest youth." /Ros-
setti's was a town-life, seclusive and even nocturnal, end his
pictures indeed smack of his studio rather than the open-air.
The only open-air picture he ever attempted is the "Found" which
he left unfinished. A similar statement may be made as to his
poetry, which is unusually narrow in the range of its theme and
absolutely devoid of local color.
J
Despite these shortcomings, Rossetti is entitled to a per-
manent place in the history of English art as a designer and
colorist. And his effort as such was tremendous, and deserves
Hunt's tribute, "Rossetti had the genius for taking pains." "/hen
he had fairly got entangled in a new design he would refuse the
attraction of home, meals, out-of-door engagements, or bed, and
sit through the night, sleeping where he sat for an hour at a
time, recommencing his work when he woke.
On the other hand, he was diffuse, desultory, and inconse-
quent, in his occupation, perhaps because novelty was a perpetual
attraction with him. The academy school he abandoned for Madox
Brown's tuition, and Madox Brown's for Holman Hunt'?3 , and finally
gravitating along the line of least resistance, he found his
metier in the class of work which cans easiest to him. Brown
once described him "working very hard and doing nothing diffuse
and inconsequent in his methods." Hunt also tells us that there
were frequent days when he would leave his appointed task to en-
cage himself with some other invention in form or words that had
taken possession of his fancy. His dilatoriness and prodigality
in experiment became proverbial. Piles of unused studies and
drawings were destroyed every now and then. Burne-Jones has
recorded his amazement at the number which littered the floor and
every available corner.
4
The manner in which he conducted a drawing-class at the
fiTorkingmen's College is reported by one of his students. He
"began at once with color, not with light and shade, Vifhen this
was heresy then, and even Ruskin objected, Rossetti gave his
students color, and full color, to begin with. Most of them
could draw only a little. Draw or not, he gave them color.
—
He put a bird or a boy before his class, and said "Do it I." and
the spirit of the teacher was of more value than any system.
This same attitude of his inspired Horris and Burne-Jones to
aspire to paint, in spite of the absence of their systematic
training as artists • ( Rossetti 's name will be remembered in
the history of British art, if he did nothing else than inspire
artistic enthusiasm into these two Oxford students. His work
then may be regarded and prized for what it effected as well
as for its intrinsic value. It may be said with fairness
that, notwithstanding his serious deficiency in drawing, Rosset-
ti claims a permanent rank as a painter for his exquisite col-
oring and designs, jjoetic mystical, and dramatic, such as Paola
and Prance sea, lies tema Rosa, Dante's Dream, Beata Beatrix,
Pound, Dante Drawing the Angel, Mary Magdalene at the Door of
Simon, Michael Scott's Wooing, the Sea-Spell, etc*
Some people erroneously believe that all his pictures are
to be distinguished only by sad eyes, impossible lips, exagger-
ated arms, and a goitrous development of the neck. This can be
attributed to the gradual failure in his closing years of his
eyesight as well as to a growing morbidity of temperament. It
is hardly justifiable to accuse him severly for the shortcomings
prevailing in his last pictures.
As he passed away, the President of the Royal Academy said,
"Rossetti was the most interesting individuality that followed
art." And a few years later, the institution which had most
opposed to him, exhibited his pictures in its halls, making all
of a sudden an "Old Master" of him.
The poets Hossetti admired most are Shelley, Coleridge,
Keats, Blake, Browning, Dante, etc. Blake's songs of Innocence
and Experience captivated Rossetti for many years of his youth
and he freely enlisted his assistance when A. Gilchrist wrote
the life of Blake. During the P. R. B. days, he was under the
spell of Keats, as his Brothers were , and their common inter-
est in the poet was the direct cause of their intimacy. Then
came the days of his "glorious" Robert; he introduced Browning's
works to his friends; endless were his readings and recitations
of his poems. "A Last Confession"- is well marked with Brown-
ing's influence upon him. Finally his great namesake came to
influence him throughout his life.
t
The poems he composed in his teens indicate wonderful matur-
ity, justifying his declaration that he "believed nothing included
in the volume to be immature. His later works show very little
change or further development from them, unless we detect some
modernity in "Jenny" and "The Burden of Nineveh", and a tendency
to become more objective and impersonal in "The White Ship" and
"The King's Tragedy" Lil^e Keats 's, his is a world apart from us
—a world of mystic beauty and romance. His strength lies in
poems like "Sister Helen," "The Blessed Bamozel," "The Staff and
Scrip," "Piden Bower," "Eroy Town," and "Hose Mary."
Prepatory tc his composition of ballads, he worked hard at
the British lluseum to equip himself with a pure Anglo-Saxon vo-
cabulary. This was important to him who valued and refined the
formal requirements of a poem, William and Christina Hossetti
and Theodoro ^Vatts-Bunton were always invited to suggest any
improvement of his poetry, Endless were his emendations to each
of which he attached great importance. "Probably the man does
not live" he proudly wrote to Hall Caine , "who could write what
I have written more briefly." This statement, of course, cannot
be justified, as it was impossible for an Italian to say simply
or tersely. One is sometimes tempted to turn from his ornate-
ness, elaborateness, and artificiality, which became to Jiim a
sort of disease.
Composition itself was an anguish to him. "I lie on the
couch," he said, speaking to Hall Caine of the way in which his
poems were produced, "the racked and tortured medium never per-
mitted an instant's surcease of agony until the thing on hand
is finished," It did not come with inspiration to him; it was
the result of mental perspiration. Artificiality, therefore,
prevails in his poetry. As his genius in painting was creative
so it was in poetry, imitative. ITo one was more perfect than
he in imitating the old ballad. In his work-hunt ing , elabora-
tion, and constant revision, his poetic fire sometimes spent
itself, ffhen he said to Hall Caine, "Conception, ray boy, fund-
amental brain-work, that is what makes the difference in all
art," Rossetti must have meant endless mental labor in perfect-
ing poetical form, perhaps more than capability in selecting
suitable poetical thought.
After all, Rossetti has not added to English literature
anything of distinctiveness or importance which corresponds to
his contribution to English art. His mysticism cannot be com-
pared with Coleridge's; his dramaticism stands far below
Browning's his sensuous symbolism in the Petrarcan sonnets is
more cleverly handled by his decadent followers of the fin
de siecle. Perhaps his greatest strength in the field of poe-
try lies in his ballads in which he happily handled the super-
natural, themes of legendary significance, and strong primitive
emotions
•

TH3 R01UITTIC MAN
If we accept the definition of romantic ism as a return from
the temper of imitation, prosaic acceptance, pseudo-classicism,
and domestic materialism, to the temper of wonder, reverence, and
awe, and an emphasizing of the interesting, the picturesque, the
adventurous, and the "romantic," at the expense, if necessary,
of correctness and elegance,— if such "be romanticism, Dante Gab-
riel Rossetti must "be ranked as the most romantic of all men of
his age. His personality as well as his art is saturated with the
romantic temper.
Imaginative powers in him were wonderfully developed as a
reault of his reading almost exclusively imaginative literature.
A few slight hints sufficed to make him visualize the whole sit-
uation and aroused in him emotions unusually intense, and often
morbidly so. The material he ever read in terms of the spirit-
ual, and the spiritual was to him as real as the material. He
began to fail to see the relative values of things, owing to his
lack of the sense of perspective, both literally and figuratively.
Subjective valuation made up the standard of his measurement,
Some men or things were "stunning" at a moment because he liked
them, and they were "rubbish" at another because they no more
pleased him. Rossetti took no pains to be consistent.
Rossetti was un-scientific to the marrow. He never complete-
ly mastered the multiplication-table; nor did he learn anything
whatever even distantly tending to science. "What could it mat-
ter" he said, "whether the earth moved round the sun or the sun
circled about the earth?" In the question of the antiquity of
man and his origin he refused to be interested. He felt that
taking care for accuracy in costume and accuracy in type killed
the poetic nature of the design. In the poem "Ave," Uarareth is
located by the sea, and on being reminded of the error by Christ-
ina, he answered, "I fear the sea must remain at Uarareth." He
was willing to be superstitious so that the aid of modern sciences
which Ruskin, Millais , and Hunt regarded as indispensable in car-
rying out the P. R. programme, never occurred to Rossetti.
Although the Rossetti family from its beginning boasted many
poets, improvisators, preachers, and painters, there has been only
one Rossetti who has ever shown a scientific turn. That is Arthur
Rossetti, V/illiam Michael's first son, who used to prefer the
Differential Calculus to light reading, and who has become an en-
gineer and electrician. It was Rossettian to be un-scientific.
Here is a note from Christina to her younger brother: "My dear
V/illiam, -The accompanying 16 s. and 3 d. stands for our share up
to January 8th, but if you deem yourself entitled to additional
pennies I will honour your view—my arithmetic is not a prime
article ."
The Rossettis were un-Italian as far as music was concerned,
and Dante Gabriel regarded it as positively offensive, —a noisy
nuisance. Coming home from a concert where Handel s Leasian was
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given, he said that it seemed to him everybody got up and shouted
at him as loudly as possible. Mr, Leyland once took him to the
Royal Opera House to hear Fidelio. The only notion he had of it
was that of a man who was taken out of prison where he had been
for a couple of days without food, and who, when a loaf of "bread
was given to him, instead. of eating it as any starving man would
do, "burst out into a long solo over it lasting for ten minutes
—
which he thought was obviously absurd. Rossetti was interested
in poetry and painting alone, and in no other art.
According to his brother, Hossetti in youth was "always
wilful, never methodical, and let the consequences take care of
themselves." He would sit up till two or three o'clock in the
morning, and then go to bed to stay "until necessity compelled
or fancy suggested." His habits in his last years were just as
irregular. Going to bed at three, four or even five o'clock in
the morning, he would rise whenever he liked and breakfast alone,
irrespective of any guests who might be staying in the house.
He would then paint as long as the light served him, and at nine
or ten o'clock in the evening started off on his nocturnal ram-
bles or cab drives, something after the fashion of Haroun Al
Raschid.
w. J. Stillman wrote to the Academy regarding his introrr-
ducing Roseetti to chloral. Rossetti was to take a table-spoon-
ful of the solution each night, but he very characteristically
forgot it until the third day, when he took the three doses at
once. The result was a profound stupor after which his sleep-
lessness was much worse than before. Hall caine records a sim-
ilar case of which Rossetti used to tell him. Having nux vomica
to take for a condition of nervous exhaustion, he remembered
one afternoon that he had not yet taken the first of his three
daily doses. "He forthwith took it, and upon setting down the
glass, reflected that the second dose was due and so he took
that also. Putting on his hat and preparing to sally forth, he
further reflected that before he could return the third dose
ought in ordinary course to be taken, and so without more delib-
eration he poured himself a final portion and drank it off. He
had thereupon scarcely turned himself about, when to his horror
he discovered that his limbs were growing rigid and his jaw stiff.
His extreme Bohemianism, his Cockney taste in language and
manner, his nocturnal wanderings in the darkest side of london,
his indulgence in the amusements of the lowest classes,—all
these and of other oddities made him notorious. A letter dated
1848, written to his brother, is interesting and illustrative
of the same temper. "Apropos of death," he says, "Hunt and I
are going to get up among our acquaintances a Mutual Suicide
Association, by the regulations of which any member, being weary
of life, may call at any time upon another to cut his throat for
him. It is all of course to be done very quietly, without weep-
ing or gnashing of teeth. I, for instance, am to go in and say

f I say, Hunt, just stop painting that head a minute, and cut my
throat," to which he will respond "by telling the model to keep
the position as he shall only "be in a moment, and having done
his duty, will proceed with the painting."
The sense of humor was not lacking in him as insisted upon
by various writers. As Longfellow visited Rossetti one day, and,
on leaving, said "I wish I could have seen your "brother the poet,
"but for that I shall not now have an opportunity," Rossetti re-
plied, "I shall tell him so." So Longfellow departed, unenlight-
ened as to the facts. On seeing two camels belonging to a menag-
erie shambling along through the streets, "Look!" he exclaimed,
"there's Ruskin and fforfisfworth virtuously taking a walk." There
is a letter in which he tells of an experiment he and the Morris
girls had with a dog. "At present," he says, "I am going about
with a black patch over my nose. Last night Jenny fille and I
agreed to shriek at the same moment, one 'Creepy 1 and the other
'Crawly 1
,
in Dizzy's two ears, while May beat a tattoo on the
top of his head. The instant result was that he turned round
howling and bit me— fortunately not Jenny—across the nose, at
which I am not surprised."
Rossetti's proselytizing power had its full sway over Wm.
Morris, Burne- Jones, and Swinburne, all of whom were students at
Oxford. After his meeting with Hossetti, Morris wrote, "Rcsset-
ti says I ought to paint. I must try." Mr. Makail, his bio-
grapher, happily remarks, "Morris became not only a pupil, but
a servant." Burne- Jones, since his seeing Rossetti, gave up his
original plan to go into ministry and decided for painting. They
were both under the spell of Rossetti. As Burne-Jones once com-
plained to Morris that the designs he made in Rossetti 's manner
seemed better than his own, the latter, with his usual vehemance,
answered, "I have got beyond that: I want to imitate Gabriel as
much as I can." The feeling with which Burne-Jones regarded Ros-
setti at that time and for years ensuing was "one passionate hom-
age, stopping a little short on the hither side of worship." Of
the time under the influence of Rossetti, he writes many years
afterwards, "There was a year in which I think it never rained or
clouded, but was blue summer from Christmas to Christmas, and
London Streets glittered, and it was always morning, and the air
sweet and full of bells." As he walked with Rossetti in the
streets, he wondered what the crowd were so busy about that it
could not stop to look at him. /'"Rossetti was the planet," saye
Mr. Prinsep, "round which we revolved; we copied his very way of
speaking., All beautiful women were 'stunners' with us. Wombats
(Rossetti kept them in his back-yard ) were the most delightful
of God's creatures. Mediaevalism was our beau ideal and we sank
our own individuality in the strong personality of our adored
Gabriel." They even imitated his hand-writing. According to
Lady Burne-Jones, her husband as long as he lived said that he
neved did anything without wondering what Gabriel would have
thought of it, "whether he would approve it and be pleased with
it, or whether he would say it was rubbish." Beautiful and en-
during was his friendship with Rossetti, who, owing to his reck-
lessness, lost sight of nearly all old ac quaintances
•

F. M. Brown, his first tutor after leaving the Academy
school, and whose daughter his brother married, though for
sometime estranged from him, remained a close friend until the
death of Rossetti at which he wrote, "I cannot make out how
things are to go on, in so many directions things must be
changed." His almost last words were "But Gabriel was a gen-
ius.1 " To Brown, Hossetti was still lovable in spite of his
egoism, intolerance, jealousy, and whims,
Hossetti made Theodore Watts-Dunton 1 s acquaintance in
1875. He proved himself a. "hero of friendship" as Rossetti
phrased it, by his self-sacrifice, brotherly devotion, and
constant companionship, without which, life would have been
from thenceforth an impracticable affair fc r Rossetti. "That
Rossetti was whimsical, fanciful, at times most troublesome to
his frineds," he says, "no one knows better than I'd©. No one,
I say, is more competent to speak of the whims and the fancies
and the troublesomeness of Rossetti than I am; and yet I say
that he was one of the noblest-hearted men of his time— lovable
most lovable." Rossetti died in his arms. His five sonnets
over Roasetti's death, entitled nA Grave by the Sea" are among
the finest elegies in the language.
P. B. Marston, the young blind poet who knew and loved Ros-
setti in his declining years, romantically wrote, "What a sup-
reme man is Rossetti! Why is he not some great exiled king,
that we might lay down cur lives in trying to restore him to
his kingdom!"
Rossetti was a capricious and irresponsible king of the
circle. He was tolerant to some, and intolerant to others; he
had to be himself. To be his friends, therefore, was to be his
disciples and servants. He had to reign supreme. "He waS ad-
mittedly the king of his circle," one of the followers said,
"and I fear it must be said that in all that constitutes king-
ship he took care to rule." As scon as his associates began to
ignore his sovereignty, he was no more pleased with them, and he
deliberately avoided them. His friends of long standing thus
left him one after another, and his difficulty in continueing
friendship became a matter of notoriety. Hie selfishness, egot-
ism, inoons iderateness
,
jealousy, and intolerance, proved fatal
to friendship, and nothing is so unxor-Gunate and unattractive as
the record of his estrangement from his friends. "It is a fact,
says his fraternal biographer , "and a melancholy one, that Dante
Rossetti, as the years progressed, lost sight of all his T Pre-
Raphaelite Brothers 1 except that of Stephens."
Ruskin was spreading the idea of Rossetti's leadership in
the P. R. movement towards 1856. TChile taking a walk with l'/ool-
ner, Rossetti spoke of his position so much as that of the orig-
inator or head of the Brotherhood that TCoolner told him that it
was against all the known facts of the case. Rossetti then be-
came moody and displeased, and vent home alone. Prom that time
on he avoided Woolner, Hunt, and Hillais.
«
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William Ailingham was a close friend for many years, and
the letters they wrote to each other, compiled by G. B. Hill,
are very useful in the study of Hossetti the man. With the lapse
of years, the letters became less frequent and briefer. Though
there was no open breach between Hossetti and Allingham, the
friendship slowly died away.
Browning whom Hossetti ardently admired since when he was
little known as a poet became an intimate friend of his. He rid-
iculously accused Browning of having spitefully referred to him
in "Fifine at the Fair" and ever since regarded him as one of the
leaders of conspiracy against him. It seems, however, that Hos-
setti had said something derogatory to the poet or his wife be-
fore this, considering Browning's anger at the mention of the
name of Hossetti by Hunt and his remarks, "That is a man I will
never forgive; he is unpardonable; I will never overlook his in-
solence •
"
It was Huskin that made his marriage financially possible
and that was long regarded as the very best friend he ever had.
Two men so self-willed as they v/ere were to arrive at a severance
sooner or later. An antipathy between Huskin and Brown was al-
ways embarrassing to him. "Venus Yerticor&ia" he painted in 1864
became the direct cause of final separation. Ruskin who frankly
detested the picture, wrote to Hossetti, "You are, it seems, under
the fatal mistake of thinking that you will ever learn to paint
well by painting badly, i.e., coarsely. — I do not choose any
more to talk to you until you can recognize my superiority as I
can yours. You simply cannot see certain characters in me." Hos-
setti, of course, had as much to say. Hence the conclusion of
their friendship.
The winding-up of Morris and Go. was inevitable as Brown
opposed Morris and Hossetti sided with Brown. The unpleasant
transaction which ensued, according to Mr. Mackail, Morris's bio-
grapher, "snapped the chain of attachment between Morris and Hos-
setti which had for other reasons long been wearing thin." From
this time on, Morris was no more to be seen at 16 Cheyne 77alk.
Hossetti also lost sight of Swinburne towards 1872. It was a
great pity that nearly all his old acquaintances should have given
him up as they did.
It is extremely difficult to decide precisely what Hossetti T s
religion was. In spite of the fact that the women in the family
were extraordinarily devout Episcolalians , the two' boys took much
after the free-thinking father who, thonph decidedly a liberal
Christian, did not believe in any loriii of public worship. Neither
Hossetti nor his brother was confirmed. They ceased church-atten-
dance since 1846 or 1847. Hossetti, if not strictly a Christian,
was not definitely alien from the faith. He never professed any
religious faith, nor practised any religious observances; but he
•4
had "sufficient sympathy with the abstract ideas and the venerable
forms of Christianity to go occasionally to an Anglican church —
very occasionally, and only as the inclination ruled him."
Hossetti's fine intellect made him too proud and lazy to apply
himself to solve a problem; he had no patience with reasoning; he
was anything but a philosopher. He persistently refused to be in-
terested in the discussion of theological dogmas or creeds. Ros-
setti has often been styled as an agnostic; if he was, he was one
with little interest in the v/hole matter of religion. His sympathy
has always been exaggerated; he was indeed once honored by an
American Catholic review as the greatest living poet of the Catho-
lic Church; but the truth is that Rossetti had no distinct concep-
tion of Catholicism. His mind was naturally prone to the myster-
ies and the supernatural , and he had, beyond question, an abiding
and deep reverence for the person of Jesus Christ. Towards 1879,
he wound up a conversation with William on the subject by saying,
"Certainly He was more than man." Being asked if he was a Christian,
Rossetti indignantly retorted, "Do not my works testify to my Chris-
tianity?" He was merely a Christian, not knowing why. Lack of
patience and constructive power never led to examine and define his
beliefs of whatever nature.
A born mystic as he was, the tragic death of his wife made him
a still greater mystic. Watts-Sunt on lets D T Arcy speak for Rosset-
ti, ".rt.sk any man who has passionately loved a woman and lost her:
ask him at what moment mysticism was forced upon him — at what mo-
ment he felt that he must either accept a spiritualistic theory
of the universe or go mad; ask him this, and he will tell you that
it was at that moment when he first looked upon her as she lay dead,
Corruption's foul fingers waiting to soil and stain." Spiritual-
ism of which he used to speak scornfully became towards 1864 at-
tractive to him. He was believed by Scott to be trying to call up
the spirit of his wife by the table-turning, spirit-rapping, and
planchettes. This bend of his mind in the direction and his yearn-
ing for the unseen mark his art to a degree.
V
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TEE PR&CflGAl MAfi
A highly romantic dreamer as he was
,
Hossetti, at the same
time, was a practical man, with much business sense and a finan-
cier's insight for anything likely to pay. He frequently gave
proofs of strong practical common-sense. As regards the preposition
in the title "Art and Poetry: Thoughts towards Nature," the renamed
organ of the P. R. B.
,
Hossetti writes to his "brother, "I think
'towards T is much the better, 'toward' being altogether between ycu
me, and Tennyson: and it is well to seem as little affected as poss-
ible." The comparatively high rental Christina had to pay for her
house was a matter of worry to Hossetti. His letters to his mother
were often merely financial reports. All this may be due to the re-
striction in the matter of money under which he grew up and which
haunted him throughout his life. He seems to be always sounding
his purse.
a letter he wrote to Allingham in 1863 reads, "And indeed,
though I have earned this year more than any previous one, I seem
never to hav6 a penny wherewith to run away for a little, like other
people." Even while listening with the brilliant party to Tennyson
as he read out his "Maud," Hossetti was hoping that it would "pay
wellish." The MS. book of Blake he bought in his youth is recorded
to have realized 110 pounds and 5 shillings at the sale of his li-
brary.
Hall Caine once asked Hossetti why he no more produced great
dramatic compositions as In his earlier years. "Bread and butter,
ray boy," answered he, "that was the reason: I had to paint what I
could sell." He once said to Brown, "The only thing to do is to
stick to water-colors, in order to live." He could not be a Holman
Hunt who painted first and sought a patron afterwards; he always
consulted the taste of his patrons in the Toictures he painted for
them, iihrer since he consulted Leigh Hum; in his youth as to the
advisability of taking up poetry as a livelihood, fear of poverty
obsessed him. The failure of the Eoce Ancilla Domini to find a
purchase*, and the storm of unfavorable comment it provoked, caused
him to abandon the religious subjects which he had begun to work.
Whether a thing will pay or not became his concern. He had a good
joke about his plan to buy a froung elephant for advertisement; "I
mean to teach him to clean the windows," he said; "then, when some
one passes by the house he will see the elephant cleaning th.6 win-
dows and will say 'Who lives in that house? 1 and people will tell
him, T 0h, that's a painter called Hossetti/ and he will say, T I
think I should like to buy one of that man's pictures." So he will
ring to come in, and I shall sell him a picture."
Rossetti's organized effort in preparing the press for favor-
able comment on his works has been touched elsewhere. When the
organ of the P. R. 3. was published in 1850, Hossetti advertized
it in the Athenaeum, and sent presentation copies to Sir Robert
Peel, Lord John Russell, and other high personages, and to the
leading club-houses, and introduced it among art-students.
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Christina Rossctti T s "Goblin Market and Other Poems" was
"being prepared in 1061. "I asked Huskin" he writes to William,
"whether he would say a good word for something of Christina's
to the Cornhill, and he promised to do so if she liked. If so,
would she send me by book-post the book containing the Poem about
the two Girls and the Goblins?" He was eager to further his re-
latives* interest as well as his own.
Hossetti made full use of his campaigning capacity to pro-
cure "cooked review" for his "Poems" of 1870. It was W. Bell
Scott that first wrote about the facts of the case. William Hos-
setti flatly denies that his brother did anything of the kind,
but he cannot be in the right, defending him thus against the
facts. Hossetti's own letters to Brown prove sufficiently that
he did x^repare the press for the favorable notices.
"The Girlhood of Mary Virgin" his first picture to exhibit
and which he conuoleted "under the direct eye of Hunt" was readily
sold away at the catalogue price of 80 pounds . That Lady Sath
was its purchaser calls some attention, because of the fact that
Charlotte Polidori, Hossetti's maiden aunt, was then hired by
Lady Bath as a governess. Considering that Hossetti never hesi-
tated to enlist the service of his relatives and friends, it is
not impossible that the aunt's influence over her mistress should
have had something to do with the purchase. This sale as well as
his sending it to the Free Exhibition instead of the Hoyal Acad-
emy seems to have provoked Killais'l mother to say, "Hossetti is
a sly Italian."
William Hossetti, who, unlike his father or brother, believed
in thorough-going republicanism, was in 1881 writing a number of
"Democratic Sonnets" which seemed to Hossetti to express strong
and subversive opinions with dangerous freedom. "I fear," he wrote
"the difficulty of awakening you to a sense of any great danger,
not to yourself only, but to those you love." Even within a year
of his death, and already a victim of Insomnia and Melancholia,
Hossetti was instinctively keen in this regard.
"Mr. Huskin," he writes to Aunt Charlotte, "has now settled
on her (Miss Siddal) 150 pounds a year, and is to have all she does
up to that sum. He is likely to be of great use to me personally
(for the use to her is also use to me) and I am doing two or three
water-colors for him. He is the best friend I ever had out of my
own family: or at any rate, I never had s better, not to do injus-
tice to one or two more." Hossetti 'a ecstasy over his new friend
may be partly due to his sense of financial security. He assumes
the same enthusiastic tone as he later speaks of his "millionaire"
disciple—STilliam Morris.
Rossetti tells Uncle Henry of the sale of his "Blue Bower"
at 1,500 guineas, not forgetting a word of warning. "Should you
1
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mention this phenomenal market-transaction to any one," he says,
"it would be better not dwell on the fact that the dealer has
made an enormous profit on the price paid to me. It is of course
my interest to keep him in getting the highest prices he can for
my works, and not express the least discontent at his being the
first to profit to such extent by the market he creates for them.
I will take care that my turn comes too." A discriminating bio-
grapher like R. Grarnett states "The record of Rossetti's squabbles
with picture dealers and other customers is not always edifying."
iind another, finding it difficult to defend him, remarks, "He dis-
played the least attractive side of his nature."
The fact that "Proserpine" was begun on seven different can-
vases, and numerous replicas were made from Beata Beatrix, Joan
of Arc, lady lilith, the Loving Cup, and Proserpine, smacks too
much of his commercialism. "He drew," says his nephew, "pastel
or charcoal innumerable large heads of women with plentiful hair,
bare necks and shoulders. These he sold for huge sums, giving
them Latin or Italian titles. Sometimes the occupation palled
upon him. Then he wrote: 'I can T t be bothered to give the thing
a name. A head is a head, and that is an end of it
.
T
" The two
things Rossetti most dreaded were poverty and ennui, and they stimu-
lated him to keep himself busy in anything likely to pay. He had
two assistant painters, and it is impossible to decide how much
he himself was responsible for these replicas. One of the Proser-
pines was so poor a work that he bought it back. Rossetti, in
his later years, was by no means a conscientious artist.
Wm. Morris and Go. came to a dissolution, after a period of
strained relations among the members. The firm had been estab-
lished chiefly by Morris who contributed most of the capital. The
commercial side of the case w$s little attractive to Morris; but
Rossetti who had an unquestionable instinct for business had seen
money in the concern. Bach partner was entitled to an equal share
of the value of the firm. This legal right Burne-Jones and the
others except Brown emphatically refused to accept, while Rossetti
according to his brother, "retired from the firm without desiring
any compensation for his own benefit," and set aside his portion
"for the eventual advantage of a member of the Morris family," but
he trenched upon it before his death.
W. Bell Scott and his friend Miss Boyd invited Rossetti who
was then suffering from Insomnia and the weakness of sight to
spend the autumns of 1868 and 1869 at Penkill Castle. Mis Losh,
a cousin of Miss Boyd, was another guest there, and offerred her
funds for Rossetti's use while he recruited. Rossetti, however,
assured Bell Scott of his determination not to avail himself of
the privilege. When the lady died in a few years an I. 0. U. from
him for 100 pounds was discovered, to the preat displeasure of
Bell Scott. His brother's defence on i;his point sounds unusually
feeble
.
I
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CONCLUSION
It is repeatedly argued "by Rossetti's defenders that he has
been accused for what he was since he became a victim of Insomnia
in 1866. To the student of his character, Rossetti was essentially
the same man throughout his life. Aa early as 1848, he used to
lose patience. "The unsteadiness of one mild girl so tried his
temper that he revealed his irritation beyond bounds, storming
wildly, overthrowing his tools and stamping about until the poor
child sobbed and screamed with fright, clinging to her conductress,
much too alarmed to listen to any comfort he repeatedly offerred her."
His superstitious dread of ennui which- marked his declining
years was apparent in his youth. In his own words, "Absolute want
of occupation was always rotting life away hour by hour." At sev-
enteen, he frequented theatres to get rid of it. Rossetti in the
character of B'Arey in Aylwin confesses, "Strea before that great
sorrow which has made me the loneliest man upon the earth — even
in the days when my animal spirits were considered at times almos-t
boisterous, I was alv/ays at intervals subject to periods of great
depression, or rather, I should say, to periods of ennui. I must
either be painting, or reading, or writing. I had not the prec-
ious faculty of being able to sit and let the rich waters of life
flow over me. I would yearn for amusement, and search in vain for
some object to amuse me."
Itossetti was as irresponsible and uncontrollable in his twen-
ties as in his later years, as some things in the diary of the
P. R. B. failed to plea36 him, he inexcusably destroyed part of
the record which constitutionally belonged to the Brotherhood, not
to any individual. He was too Bohemian to be a member of an orgar-
ized society.
3xagge rat ion was characteristic of Rossetti in his earlier as
well as later years. He gave a private exhibition in 18E6, at which
he called to Hunt to come and see "the stunning designs" which his
future wife had. sent there. Hunt complimented them fully and said
that if he had come upon them without explanation he should have
assumed they were happy designs by Walter Deverell. "Deverell"
Rossetti exclaimed, "they are a thousand times better than anything
he ever did." Hunt had thought that to compare the attempts of
Miss Siddal, who had only exercised herself in designs for two years,
and had had no fundamental training, to those of Gabriel's dear
deceased friend, who had satisfactorily gone through the drilling
of the Academy schools, would be taken as a compliment, but Rosset-
ti received it as an affront. After he married her in 1860, he
wrote the following letter:- "Indeed and of course my wife does
draw still. Her last designs would, I am sure, surprise and de-
light you, and I hope she is going to do better than ever now. I
feel surer every time she works that she has real genius — none of
your make believe — in conception and color, and if she can only
add a little more of the precision in carrying out which it so
«I
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much needs health and strength to attain, she will, I am sure,
paint each picture as no woman has painted yet." Such exagger-
ation, egoism, jealousy, inconsiderateness , ana some tinge of
morbidness are traceable in Rossetti in his twenties as well as
in his fifties
.
As ffatte-Dunton remarked, "Rossetti at one moment would ex-
hibit the sagacity of the most astute man of affairs, and the
next the perversities and whimsical vagaries of a school-boy;
he would startle them with the brilliance of the most accomplish-
ed wit, and then with a spontaneous tenderness like that of a
woman or else with some trait of simplicity and naivete like
that of a child." Rossetti is too Protean and self-contradic-
tory a personality to be successfully dissected into prescribed
psychological pigeon-holes. The poetical qualities and the pro-
saic were singularly intermingled in the man. As he was artis-
tic, fantastic, passionate, un-scient ific
,
idyllic, and idealis-
tic, so was he cautions, shrewd, practical, business-like, cal-
culative, and materialistic. If he was dominant, imperious,
self-asserting, revolting, and inconsiderate, he was not seldom
very tender, lovable, dependent, and affectionate. Rossetti was
sensitive, gloomy, impatient, restless, with no tranquility about
him, but was also inventive, diligent, capable of taking pains, and
humoroiis, If his works in both arts arc romantic, the man himself
is still more so. The artist, the dreamer, and the business-man
ever contradicting one another — constituted the man Rossetti.
Of the three facets of the character, the artistic seems to have
led the others. Saturated with the spirit and romance of the
mediaeval ages
,
and. ever hankering after higher art of represent-
ing beauty on canvas and in words, he lived a recluse, far apart
from the modern world of sciences, inventions, and democracy.
Being with the Victorians, he was not one of them. Dante Gabriel
Rossetti was an anachronism.
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